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How to Deal with
MiscommunicationsMiscommunications



I text him.

He misunderstands.

I try to convince him of my

intention.

I then try to manipulate a

response.

When texting goes
wrong.



We think things that happen in life

make us feel a certain way.

But it doesn't work like that.

 

Something happens and then we have

a thought about it. It is that thought

that gives us our emotion - not the

event that happened.

Our Thoughts Create
Our Feelings



Now let's look at an
example from your life.



Write down something that has happened.

I went to the doctor and I called my mum up to tell

her what had happened.

Me: The doctor said I need to get some blood tests,

Vitamin D being one of them.

Mum: Vitamin D testing is a trap. 

Me: What?!?

Mum: Some doctors think it is really important and

other doctors don't.

Me: But, how is that a trap? 

Mum: Well, it just is.

Me: OK. The other thing is I had an x-ray on my

back. 

Mum: I need to go and see the doctor about a few

things myself. 

Example:
This is how the conversation goes -

before I get to finish each of the things

she interrupts with whatever opinion she

has about it or tells me something about

herself.

Me: Can't you just listen to what I am

telling you without constantly

interrupting.

It is HER fault that the conversation

is going wrong.



Separate out the facts from your story about it.

I went to the doctor.

I called my mother.

I said words.

She said words.

She won't just listen.

Constantly interrupts.

Doesn't respond how I think she should.

Is annoying.

Instead of just listening to me she

interrupts with her own stories or opinions

about things.

Assumes what I am thinking about things.

Facts: Story:



Separate out the facts from your story about it.

Facts:

Story:



THE MODEL

Circumstances

Thoughts

Feelings

Actions

Results

can trigger

cause

cause

cause



Factual   /    Have no describing words    /    Something EVERYONE would agree on

C: My house is such a mess. - NO

C: There are 5 boxes on the floor and

10 items of clothing on the chair. - YES

A circumstance has to be:

C: My sister yelled at me. - NO

C: Sister said: Get out of my house. - YES



Put the fact in the C line

C -
T -

 
F -
A -

 
R -

Mum said: Vitamin D testing is a trap. 

Example:



Put the fact in the C line

C -
 

T -
 

F -
A -

 
R -

Your Turn:



Some notes about thoughts

There will probably be many thoughts

to choose from -

just pick one and go with it.

There is no RIGHT thought to pick.

She won't just listen.

She constantly interrupts me.

She doesn't respond how I want her to.

She is so annoying.

Instead of just listening to me she interrupts with

her own stories or opinions about things.

She assumes to know what I am thinking about

things.

Half the time she doesn't even know what she is

talking about.

Here are some potential thoughts about
the conversation with my mum.



Don't put a question in the T line. 

If you put a question in your

thought line, answer the question

or rewrite it as a statement.

T -
T -

Why can't I get anything right?

I can't get anything right.

C -
T -

Mum said: Vitamin D testing is a trap.

Why can't she just shut up and listen?

 T - I wish she would just shut up and listen.



Here is my thought about the circumstance.

C -
T -
F -
A -

 
R -

Mum said: Vitamin D testing is a trap.

I wish she would just shut up and listen.



What is your thought
about the circumstance?

C -
 

T -
 

F -
A -

 
R -



How do I feel when I think that thought?

C -
T -
F -
A -

 
R -

Mum said: Vitamin D testing is a trap.

I wish she would just shut up and listen.

Irritated

Only put one feeling in the F line -  every thought gives us a different feeling/emotion.



How do you feel when you think that thought?

C -
 

T -
 

F -
A -

 
R -



What actions did I take, or not take, based on the
emotion I was feeling, from the thought I had?

C -
T -
F -
A -

 

Mum said: The vitamin D thing is a trap. 

I wish she would just shut up and listen.

Irritated

 - Don't listen to what she is saying.

 - Ask myself why I bother calling her to

tell her anything.

 - Say to her - can you just listen to what

I want to say, instead of constantly

interrupting me with your own opinions?

 R -



C -
 

T -
 

F -
A -

 
R -

What actions did you take, or not take, based on the
emotion you were feeling, from the thought you had?



C -
T -
F -
A -

 

Mum said: The vitamin D thing is a trap. 

I wish she would just shut up and listen.

Irritated

 - Don't listen to what she is saying.

 - Ask myself why I bother calling her to

tell her anything.

 - Say to her - can you just listen to what

I want to say, instead of constantly

interrupting me with your own opinions?

 R - I don't shut up and listen to her.

What is the result of having this thought?

I may not be speaking

out loud, but I am

definitely not shutting up

in my head with all my

complaints about her.



What is the result of having this thought?

C -
 

T -
 

F -
A -

 
R -

The result we have is pretty much always related to our thought about it.



Remember:
We think we are feeling that way because of

what happened - when in actual fact we are

feeling that way because of the thought we

are having about it.

Other people in the exact same situation

could have a completely different thought

about it.



Ask Yourself:

We sometimes think that the only reasonable thought

to have about it, is the one that we are having. 

What might someone else think in this situation?



Possible Answers:

It is so great that my mother has this much knowledge about things.

I can listen to her and still tell her everything I want to tell her.

She only interrupts because she cares about me.

She just wants to share her knowledge with me.



Any one of those thoughts would have given me a different emotion,

leading to a different action, leading to a different result.

C -
T -
F -
A -

 

Mum said: Vitamins D testing is a trap.

I can listen to her and still tell her what I

want to tell her.

Calm

 - Listen to what she is saying.

 - Ask her questions.

 - Tell her what I want to say.

 R - We both get to say everything we want.

Same circumstance -

completely different result!



What other thought could you have
had in this situation?

C -
 

T -
 

F -
A -

 
R -

Same circumstance -

completely different result!



Write down what happened.

Separate the facts from the story.

Put a fact in the C line.

What is your thought about the circumstance? - pick just one

How do you feel when you think that thought? - one emotion

What actions do you take, or not take, as a result of thinking that

thought? - both in your head and actual actions.

What is the result of thinking that thought about the circumstance?  - will

be linked in some way to the original thought.

Decide if you want to keep that thought or to think a different one.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Recap of the Steps:



Important Notes:
It isn't about getting to the happy place...

It's about knowing that our thoughts

create our experience of life, not the

other people or things that happen.

Don't be judgemental!



'My ultimate goal with coaching was to have thicker skin and more

control of my thoughts. My life changed significantly! I unlocked

my potential and truly advanced in many areas of my life. 

 

What was truly eye opening was understanding that I am

responsible for how I feel. Coaching with you was AMAZING!

Words can’t do you justice.'

ABRAR ALQARYUTI

StaceyMyers.com/call



Questions?


